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For an arbitrary set X, field K, and reflexive binary relation R c X x X the 
vector space kR having basis R can be equipped with a costructure by means of 
provided that R is locally finite, i.e., [a, b] = {c E X 1 (a, c), (c, b) E R} is always 
finite. h: X x X x X + k is a “weighting,” which to ensure nondegeneracy, 
is assumed to take nonzero values for all points (a, c, b) with c E [a, b]. The 
coalgebra thus defined need not be coassociative nor counitary. It will be denoted 
by C(R, X) and referred to as a weighted incidence coalgebra. If R is a partial 
order and h E 1, C(R, h) is then the “standard” incidence coalgebra, whose 
dual algebra C(R, h)* is the incidence algebra studied in [l]. For general (R, A), 
C(R, A>*, as nonassociative algebra with convolution product, will be denoted 
In this paper we study morphisms between weighted incidence coalgebras and 
obtain, in particular, converses (or partial converses) to two obvious results: 
(1) If v: C(R, , h,) + C(R, , ha) is a (coalgebra) morphism then p*: 
I(R, , ha) + I(R, , X,) is a (nonassociative algebra) morphism. 
(2) If v (XI 7 4) + (4 9 RR,) is an isomorphism (of binary relation sets) 
and &(~(a), v(c), p(b)) = &(a, c, b) Vu, b, c E Xl with c E [a, b], then the linear 
mapping described by (a, b) + (~(a), 9(b)) is an isomorphism between C(R, , A,) 
and C(R, , A,). 
Throughout we will make extensive use of an explicit description (2.1) of 
subcoalgebras of C(R, h) and their identification as weighted incidence coalgebras. 
The most general result related to (1) is d erived in Section 2 as a consequence 
of the coreflexivity of C(R, h) when X is a “reasonable” set. A special case, for 
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arbitrary X, is treated in Section 4 under the additional assumption of coassocia- 
tivity. A partial converse to (2), again in the coassociative case, is obtained in 
Section 5 where it is first shown that the relation R can be recovered from 
C(R, X) via the coradical filtration. 
While this paper was being revised, the authors learned that related results 
in the coassociative case had been obtained by Marlowe in his Rutgers disserta- 
tion (1975). We are grateful to him providing us with a copy of his work [3]. 
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Let (A, m), m: A @ A -+ A be a (nonassociative) algebra. We let A0 denote 
the subset of A* consisting of all functionals whose kernel contains a cofinite 
ideal. A0 is dual to A in the sense that m*: A* + (A (%J A)* carries A0 to 
AO@AO(A*@A * c-+ (A @ A)*). Thus A’J is a (nonacossociative) coalgebra. 
If C is an arbitrary coalgebra, then A = C* is equipped with a (nonassociative) 
algebra structure by means of convolution product. The canonical linear map 
i: C c+ C** has image in C*O ( an d trivially is a coalgebra morphism) precisely 
when C is locally finite, i.e., when the subcoalgebra generated by a singleton is 
always finite dimensional. Coassociative coalgebras are always locally finite but 
this need not be true in general (cf. example at the end of Section 3). 
For the remainder of this section we assume that C is locally finite, i: C c+ C*O 
the canonical morphism. We consider C* as topological space with subbasis the 
sets 0(x : h) = {c* E C* 1 (c*, x) = X} for all x E C, h E k. With this topology, 
i(C) _C C** can be characterized as the set of all functionals on C* whose 
kernel contains a closed cojinite ideal of C *. We also remark the well-known fact 
that with respect to the “finite topology” on dual spaces, the transpose of a 
linear transformation is always continuous. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let Ci , i = 1, 2 be locally jkite coalgebras. Then p -+ q~* is a 
bijection between Hom(C, , C,) and (9 E Hom(C,*, C,*)l #*i(C;) C i(C,)). 
Proof. Clearly the dual of a coalgebra morphism is an algebra morphism. 
Since 
commutes, ,**i(C,) C i(C,) as desired. 
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Conversely, let I/J E Hom(C,*, Cr*), with $*i(C,) _C i(C,) and let 9 be the 
composite C, + i(C,) -9; i(C,) % C, . p is clearly a coalgebra morphism and 
(v*fi Cl> = (f> VI) 
= (iv3 ,f> 
= (**ic, ,f > 
= (4 T $f > 
= (Iclf,Cl) 
Vf E C2*, cr E C, implying v* = 1+5 asdesired. 
1.2. COROLLARY. Let 4 E Hom(C,*, C,* ). Then # = pl* for some coalgebra 
morphism q~ C, -+ C, if and only if 4-l J is closed for e-very closed and cofnite ideal 
J C Cl*. 
Proof. (a) is clear. For (c): 
Let c1 E C, and choose a closed cofinite ideal J c ker ic, . Then I/-’ J is a closed 
(and cofinite) ideal which clearly lies within ker #*ic, . Thus #*ici C i(C,) and 
the result now follows from the lemma. 
Note that the above result reduces continuity questions within Hom(C,*, C,*) 
to finite-dimensional spaces. 
A particularly simple situation in which Corollary 1.2 applies is where C, is 
a coreflexive coalgebra. In general a coalgebra C is coreflexive in i(C) = C*O. 
This is equivalent to the fact that every cofinite ideal in C* is closed [4]. This 
immediately yields, 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let C, , i = 1,2 be coalgebras with C, corejexive. Then 
q~ -+ q* is a bijection between Hom(C, , C,) and Hom(C,*, C,*). 
Corollary 1.3 is a straightforward generalization of [6,7.1] to the nonassociative 
case. 
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Throughout this section R will be a reflexive locally finite relation on a set X, 
h a weighting, and C(R, A) th e corresponding incidence coalgebra, with I(R, A) = 
C(R, A)* the dual algebra. 
Since C(R, h) = @ {h(a, 6) 1 (a, b) E R}, I(R, ;\) = 17(h(a, b)* ] (a, b) E R} and 
we let {e(a, b) ] (a, b) E R) be the set of dual functionals to the basis R. 
4 
Forf E I(R, h) we have 
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e(a, b) (fe(c, d)) = x(a, b, d) A(& c, 4 <f, (b, c)> e(a, 4 if (a, 4, (b, 4 E R 
Z 0 otherwise. (3) 
We define a relation on R by setting (a, b) < (c, d) when {a, b) C [c, d]. A lower 
order ideal relative to this relation is a subset 0 of R satisfying the condition 
(a, b) E 0 and (c, d) < (a, b) Z- (c, d) E 0. 
2.1. THEOREM. (i) Any subcoalgebra D of C(R, A) has D f~ R as a basis. 
(ii) D -j D n R is a bijection between the set of all subcoalgebras of C(R, A) 
and lower order ideals in R. 
Proof. (i) Since D n R is independent, it suffices to show that d = 
C ~!,,~(a, b) ED => (a, b) ED or OI,,~ = 0. To see this one first observes that the 
subcoalgebras of C(R, /\) are precisely the subspaces which are stable under the 
following actions (of I(R, A) on C(R, A)) 
f.c =(I@f)dc, c.f= (f@I)dc, (4) 
and then computes 
e(b, b) . (d * e(a, a)) = s,J(a, a, b) A@, b, @(a, b). 
(ii) It is immediate that the span of a lower order ideal is a subcoalgebra, 
thus one need only show that D n R is a lower order ideal whenever D is a sub- 
coalgebra. An argument similar to that above in (i), applied to (d @I) A(a, b) 
shows that this is indeed the case. 
2.2. COROLLARY. If D C C(R, A) is a subcoalgebva, then D is the weighted - 
incidence coalgebra C(R, A) where (X, R) is the binary relation set ((a E X / 
(a, a) E D}, D n R) and x = h IxxRxX. 
In light of Corollary 1.3, the converse to (1) would be immediate if one knew 
that weighted incidence coalgebras were coreflexive. That this need not be the 
case follows from the results of [4] and the observation that for h the trivial 
weighting on (X, 8X) (6X = ((x, x) / x E X>), C(X, 6X) is isomorphic to GX, 
the group-like coalgebra on X. In most “reasonable” cases, where X is infinite, 
the latter coalgebra is coreflexive. This is crucial, for we have 
2.3. THEOREM, C(R, A) is corejlexive whenever GX is coreJEexive. 
Proof. Let J be a cofinite ideal in I(C, X). It suffices to display a closed 
cofinite subspace of I(C, A) contained within J. 
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K = 0 @(a, b) I a # b) is a coideal in C(R, X) and (a, a) + K + h(a, a, a)% 
induces an isomorphism between C(R, h)/K and GX. We let 0 be the composite 
C(R, A> -+ C(R 4/K rr! GX which is clearly surjective. 6* is a continuous 
monomorphism between (GX)* and the subalgebra K’- of I(R, X) (K’- inheriting 
the induced topology). 
] n KL is a cofinite ideal in KL, which by our assumption on GX, has the 
shape O*(P), D a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of GX By Theorem 2.1 
D has X0 = {a, ,..., a,} _C X as basis, and we let E = (X0 x X0) n R. We will 
show that EL _C J. 
To see this observe that El = (T u E)‘- + (S u E)l, where, T = {(a, b) 1 
a$&), S=@,b) I UE&, b $X0}. Let e = 17(e(u, a) 1 a $X0}. Clearly 
e E 6*(DL) C J, and we compute 
<fe, (a, 6 = (f, (a, 0 if b#-%.,, 
=o if bE&,, 
Vf EI(R, h). In particular f = fe E J Vf E (T u E)l. Similarly g = eg E J 
Vg E (S u E)l. Thus El _C J. 
Adopting the term reasonable from [2], viz., a set C is reasonable if every 
ultrafilter on X closed under countable intersections (Ulam ultrafilter) is 
principle, i.e., consists of all subsets containing a fixed element x,, . We then have 
from [2, 3.7.31. 
2.4. COROLLARY. If X, is reasonable and 1 k 1 = 00, then p + p* is a 
bijection between Hom(C(R, , X,), C(R, , X,)) and Hom(I(R, , AS), I(R, , &)). 
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The results of the previous section can be somewhat strengthened, particularly 
in the presence of coassociativity. Indeed with this assumption one can show that 
the correspondence described in Corollary 2.4 induces a bijection between 
ISO(C(R, , h,), C(R, , h,)) and ISO(I(R, , X,), I(R, , hi)) with no assumption 
on X, or k. In carrying this out one must relate algebraic properties of C(R, X) 
to properties of R itself. 
We will call R weakly transitive if R is transitive on all rays, (- 00, a) = 
(b 1 (6, a) E R}, (a, co) = (b 1 (a, b) E R}. Recall that a coalgebra C is called 
cocommutative if twA = A (tw: C @ C -+ C @ C, x @ y -+ y @ x, is the twist 
map) and is counitury if the algebra C* has an identity. 
3.1. THEOREM. (i) C(R, h) is cocommututive if and only if R = 6X. 
(ii) C(R, X) is counitury if and only if V(u, b) E R, ll(u, a, b) = A(u, a, a) and 
A(u, 6, b) = A(b, b, b). 
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(iii) C(R, A) is coassociative if and only ;f R is weakly transitive and 
A@, c, d) h(a, b, d) = A(a, b, c) A( a, c, d) ‘v’(a, d) E R with (b, c) < (a, d). 
Proof. (i) is clear. 
(ii) A simple calculation shows that there is at most one choice for a counit, 
viz., (E, (ab)) = /\(a, a, a)-la,,, , 6 the Kronecker delta. Another computation 
shows that this mapping is a counit precisely when the indicated conditions hold. 
(iii) The indicated conditions imply coassociativity. Conversely, a careful 
examination of the terms in (d @ 1) o(a, b) and (I @ d) o(a, b), together with the 
independence of terms of the form (x, y) @ (y, z) @ (a, w) establishes the 
indicated transitivity and equation. 
3.2. COROLLARY. C(R, A) is counitary if it is coassociative. 
P7oof. Examine Theorem 3.l(ii) in light of Theorem 3.l(iii). 
We note also that the condition of local finiteness of C(R, X), which was 
assumed in Section 2, is also interpretable in (X, R), viz., the lower order ideal 
generated by a singleton subset {(a, b)} is finite. Since coassociative coalgebras 
are locally finite, we see that this condition is a consequence of coassociativity. 
That this is not generally the case is shown in 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Let X = {2-‘” j n > 0} u (0) with relations 0 < x, x < x 
Vx E X and 2-(“+l) < 2P. Thus Vnc, y E X, [x, y] has at most three elements so 
(X, <) is a locally finite reflexive binary relation set. C( <, 1) however, is 
generated by a singleton subset, ((0, I)}, yet is infinite dimensional. 
The second condition in Theorem 3.1 (iii) is a cohomological condition asserting 
that h is a cocycle [3]. One can also obtain a cohomological interpretation of the 
isomorphism condition stated in Lemma 6.1. 
4 
Throughout this section we assume that C(R, h) is coassociative. If S is any 
subcoalgebra, then Theorem 2.l(ii) shows that 3a E X with (a, a) E S. Weak 
transitivity shows that {(x, y) 1 (x, y) < (a, a)} is a minimal order ideal so its 
k-span, C, , is a simple subcoalgebra containing (a, a). This shows that {C, 1 a E X} 
is the complete set of simple subcoalgebras of C(R, h). We define an equivalence 
relation on X by setting a - b when C, = C, , or equivalently when (a, b) 
and (b, a) both lie in R. The coradical C, of C(R, X) is the subcoalgebra spanned 
by the simple subcoalgebras, so C,, = C {C, / a E x). 
4.1. LEMMA. Co has ((a, b) 1 a - b} as a basis. 
The simple subcoalgebra C, is a weighted incidence coalgebra of a particularly 
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elementary kind. The underlying set is the equivalence class d = {b 1 a N b} 
with relation d x a”. The dual algebra C,* is simple, 1 a” I2 dimensional, and has 
) ii I-orthogonal idempotents (viz., h(b, b, b)+(b, b), b E ii). It is thus a matrix 
algebra over K. Letting C, = C, , we see that C,, = @ (C, / a” E X], k the set 
of N equivalence classes. 
By [4], C, is coreflexive when GX is coreflexive. If X is infinite, then GX g 
GX since 1 X 1 = 1 X I. Combining this with Theorem 2.3 and the observation 
that subcoalgebras of a coreflexive coalgebra are coreflexive, we obtain 
4.2. LEMMA. C(R, A) is coreJlexive if and only if its coradical C, is corejexive. 
The Jacobson radical of C* (C a coassociative coalgebra) has been charac- 
terized in [2] as Cal. This yields, 
4.3. COROLLARY. Rad I(R, A) = {f 1 (f, (a, b)) = 0 Va, 6 3 a - b}. 
Utilizing this we have the following extension of Corollary 2.4. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let #: I(R, , A,) --f I(R, , A,) be an isomorphism between 
associative incidence algebras. Then # = cp* f or some coalgebra isomorphism 
v: C(R, , h) - W, , A,). 
Proof. By Corollary 1.2 it suffices to show that #-‘(Ii) is closed for every 
closed cofinite ideal J1 of I(R, , AJ. Write Jr = DIA, where D, is a finite- 
dimensional subcoalgebra of C(R, , A,), set S = D, n R, , Tl == R,\S and let 
V, =hT,. C(R, , A,) = D, @ VI so I(R, , A,) = DIL @ V,l- = J1 @ VIA. 
Observe that JIV,l _C RadI(R, , Al). Indeed, for f E Ji , 6 E VIA, a - b, then 
<fg, (a, b)) = C h(a, c, b) (f, (a, c)> (g, (c, b)). 
This is nonzero only if 3c E [a, b] with (a, c) $ D, and (c, b) $ V, . Since a - c-b 
this can never happen. 
Set Ua = $-i(Vrl), Jz = #-‘(Ji). We thus have I(R, , A2) = J2 @ U, and 
J2U2 2 Rad I(R2 , A2). Let D, = J2’ and define e EI(R, , A2) by setting 
(e, (a, 6)) = 0 if a # b, (e, (a, a)) = h;l(a, a, a) if (a, a) $ D, , and 0 otherwise. 
Writee=j+u,jEJ,,uEU,andnotethatuED2l.IfuNband(a,b)~D,, 
then (a, a) $ D, , hence 3f~ Ja with 0 # (f, (a, a)). By (3), e(a, a) E Jg and 
e(b, b) E Jz . 
e(a, 4 Mb, b) = <u, (a, b)) h2(a, a, b) h2(a, b, b) e(a, b) E J2U2 J2 C Rad I(R, , A2). 
The preceding equation shows that (u, (a, 6)) = 0 V(a, b) q! D, with a N b. 
Clearly (u, (a, b)) = 0 V(a, b) E D, so Corollary 4.3 shows that u E Rad I(R2 , A,), 
and hence 1 - u is invertible. Since e is an idempotent, j + u = ea = js + ju + 
uj + u2 SO u2 - ?I E J2 . Thus u E J2 forcing e in J2 . The argument used in (2.3) 
can be extended to show that J2 is closed. 
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We turn our attention now to the converse of (2), again assuming that C(R, h) 
is coassociative. Recall that the dimension of every simple subcoalgebra of 
C(R, h) is a square. Let C be any coassociative coalgebra with this property and 
let {C, 1 a E A} be the complete set of simple subcoalgebras of C, and set n,s = 
dim C, . For 01 E iz pick a set X, with j X, / = n, with X, , X, disjoint for 01 # /3, 
and let X(C) = uAXa . We begin to build a relation R(C) by setting (a, b) E R(C) 
if a, b E X, for some 0~. When C = C(R, X) there is an obvious bijection from 
(X(C), R(C)) to (X, RI. Th is need not yet be an isomorphism since we have not 
yet determined the indices cy, /3 for which (a, b) E R whenever a E X, , b E X, . 
This will be the import of the next four results. 
The coradical filtration of a coassociative coalgebra is the sequence C, C C, C ..* 
where C,, is the coradical and Ci is defined inductively as Ci-l A C,, = 
O-l(C,-r @ C -1 C 6~ C,,). The Ci are subcoalgebras, indeed AC, C C C, @ C,+ 
and C = UC, [5]. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let C = C(R, A) be a coassociative incidence coalgebra. Then 
(a, b) E Ci if and only if the maximal length of chains of intervals [a, a] $ [a, a,] $ 
*.. $ [a, al,] = [a, b] is at most i. 
Proof. We induct. For i = 0, (a, b) E C, * [a, a] = [a, b], so the maximal 
length in question is also 0. Conversely, if the maximal length is 0, [a, a] C 
[a, b] =S [a, a] = [a, b] => a - b. 
Now suppose the maximal length in question for (a, b) is i + 1. Write 
4, b) = Cc+t, h(a, c, b)(a, c) 0 (c, 6) + Cc+b h(a, c, b)(a, c) 0 (c, b). If c 3 b, 
then any proper chain of intervals from [a, a] to [a, c] can be extended by the 
link [a, c] g [a, b]. Thus by our induction assumption (a, c) E Ci , hence 
(a, 4 E G+l . 
Conversely if (a, b) E CZ+r , and [a, a] g [a, a,] $ ... $ [a, a,-,] $ [a, a,] = 
[a, b] is a chain of intervals then c = aR-r + b. Since h(a, c, b)(a, c) @I (c, b) 
occurs in the expansion of d(a, b) and (c, b) $ C, it follows that (a, c) E Ci . 
Thus K - 1 < i so K < i + 1 as desired. 
Continuing with C = C(R, A) we note that (a, b) E Ci\Ci-, precisely when the 
maximal length of chains of intervals joining [a, a] to [a, b] is i. Additionally one 
sees that if (a, b) E C,\C,-, and c E [a, b] with (a, c) E C,\C,-, , (c, b) E Cj\Ci-l 
then i + j < n. Moreover, for each i E [0, n] 3~ E [a, b] with (a, C) E Ci\Ci-1 , 
(c, b) E C,-,\C,-,-, . Utilizing the action (4) of I(R, X) on C(R, X) we obtain 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let i + j = n - 1, (a, b) E C,\C,-, . Then Cjl * (a, b) E Ci 
((a, b) . Cjl C Ci) and 3f~ Cjl with f * (a, b) $ C,-l ((a, b) . f $ Cc_,). 
We can now confront the question of determining R internally from C(R, A): 
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5.3. THEOREM. Let C, , C, be simple subcoalgebras of C(R, A). Then (a, b) E 
Ro~i>Oandu~C(R,h)with{O}#C,fi,~uCC,and{0}~u~C~~,CC~. 
Proof. (a, b) E R + (a, b) E C,\C,-, for some i. For f E C’fpl , 
f. (a, b) = C h(a, c, b) (f, (c, b)) (a, c) + C G, c, b) (f, Cc, b)) (a c) 
c+a C-a 
== C h(a, c, b) <f, (c, b)) (a, c) E C, . 
C-a 
(Similarly (a, b) *f E C, .) Finally Corollary 5.2 ensures the stated nontriviality. 
Conversely, Ctr . u C C,, 3 u E Ci and nontriviality implies that u $ C,-l . 
Without loss of generality write u = (x, y) + 1 k&s, t), (x, y) E C,\C,-, . 
Since e(x, y) E Gil_, we see that 
C, 3 4x, Y) - u = A(%, x, y) (x3 4 + C k&s, x, y) (ST+ 
S#X 
(s,Y)ER 
Since distinct elements of R are linearly independent we conclude that (x, x) E C, 
so x N a. Similarly using the right action we conclude that b N y. Since - 
preserves R we see that (a, b) E R. Q.E.D. 
We return now to the situation initially considered, viz., that of a coalgebra C 
whose simple subcoalgebras are square dimensional. For 01, p E A, a E X, , 
b E X, place (a, b) E R(C) if OL = /3 or if 3u E C and i > 0 with (0) # Cii_, * u C 
C, , (0) # C,i, C C, . We now immediately have 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let C = C(R, A) b e a coassociative incidence coalgebra. 
Then (X, R) s (X(C), R(C)) (as binary relation sets). 
Since the coradical filtration is an isomorphism invariant we also have 
5.5. COROLLARY. Let C(R, , Ai) be coassociative incidence coal,ebras i = 1,2, 
Ai = 1. Then 
C(& , A,> s C(R, , A,) - (X, , Rd GZ W, , R,). 
As a partial converse to (2) we have 
5.6. THEOREM. Let ‘p: C(R, , A,) --f C(R, , A,) be a monomorphism of co- 
associative incidence coalgebras. Then 3 a monomorphism (X, , R,) + (X2 , R,) of 
binary relation sets. 
Proof. D = im v is a subcoalgebra, hence by Corollary 2.2 is a weighted 
incidence coalgebra C(R, n D, A,) on some subset X,, of X, . By Corollary 5.5 
(x,,R,k(X,,&nDD). S ince the inclusion (X,, , R, n D) 3 (X2 , R,) is a 
monomorphism, the composite map fulfills our needs. 
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The results of Sections 4 and 5 combine to yield a new proof of the result 
I(& , 1) g I(R, , 1) o (XI, R,) c (X2 , R,) (for the case of partial orders only) 
which was originally obtained in [l]. 
The “standard” incidence algebras of [I] are essentially those whose co- 
associative weighted incidence coalgebras are pointed (every simple subcoalgebra 
is one dimensional) and have “cohomologically trivial” weighting, i.e., there is a 
mapping p: X x X + K* with A(a, c, b) = p(a, b)-$(a, c) p(c, b) for all a, 6, c E X 
with c E [a, b]. A special case of this phenomenon occurs when h(u, c, b) depends 
only on b, in which case one sets p(u, b) = h( a, a, 6). The latter condition ensures 
that C(R, X) E C(R, 1) since we have, 
6.1. LEMMA. If A1 and A, are cohomologous weightings, i.e., 3p: X x X + k” 
with 
p(u, 4 Ma, c, b) = da, 4 P(C, b) U% c, 4 for all (a, c, 6), 
then (a, b) -+ p(u, b)(u, b) extends to a coalgebru morphismfrom C(R, A,) to C(R, A,). 
By Theorem 3.1 coassociativity of C(R, h) implies weak transitivity of R 
(thus we describe a somewhat larger class of coalgebras than those arising from 
posets). We do not know of a natural coalgebraic condition which is equivalent 
to transivity. 
When C(R, X) is coassociative, pointedness is clearly equivalent to antisym- 
metry of R. We remark finally that when k has characteristic zero, certain 
questions about coassociative incidence coalgebras can be reduced to analogous 
questions about pointed coassociative weighted incidence coalgebras by means of 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Let char k = 0, C(R, A) a coussociutive weighted incidence 
coulgebru where h is compatible with the equivalence relation - (Section 4), i.e., 
h(u, b, c) = X(u’, b’, c’) whenever a - a’, b - b’, c - c’. Let I? be the inherited 
relation on x and let x be the weighting X(d, &I?) = h(u, c, b) 1 c” I. 
(i) C(w, i) is a pointed, coussociutive weighted incidence coulgebru, and 
(ii) (a, b) -+ (d, 8) extends to an epimovphism. 
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